 Pretty and Attractive
By MRS. A. O. L.

2. The center ring is fastened to the needle ring, chain 5, a treble in next treble to the center ring, chain 2, a double in between, and so on, working 2 dcs over to 5th, and chain 2, a treble in next treble, chain 2, a double in between, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

3. Chain 5, a treble in next treble, chain 2, a double in between, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

4. Chain 1, a double in next treble, chain 2, a double in between, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

5. With the right-hand needle, make a 2-dc stitch, then a 3-dc stitch, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

6. With the right-hand needle, make a 2-dc stitch, then a 3-dc stitch, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

7. With the right-hand needle, make a 2-dc stitch, then a 3-dc stitch, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

8. With the right-hand needle, make a 2-dc stitch, then a 3-dc stitch, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

9. With the right-hand needle, make a 2-dc stitch, then a 3-dc stitch, and so on, until you have 16 spaces all around. Fasten the work off, and darn the ends.

The Favorite Pineapple Motif in New Colors

Handsome, Serviceable, and a Delight. Deeply colored.
A Dolce Style

Fasten on a ring, make 9 half trebles on same ring and 3 on the other: take-out hook. Insert in the 3d last stitch of 1st ring, pick up last and draw through. Join loosely, 3 half trebles on 2nd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 3d ring again, joining to the next ring, fasten in that ring, 2 half trebles on 4th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 5th ring and 3 half trebles on 6th ring again. Join last stitch of ring to first 3 stitches of 2nd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 7th ring and 2 half trebles on 8th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 9th ring and 3 half trebles on 10th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 11th ring and 2 half trebles on 12th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 13th ring and 3 half trebles on 14th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 15th ring and 2 half trebles on 16th ring. Join last stitch of 16th ring to first 3 stitches of 2nd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 17th ring and 2 half trebles on 18th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 19th ring and 3 half trebles on 20th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 21st ring and 2 half trebles on 22nd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 23rd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 24th ring and 3 half trebles on 25th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 26th ring and 2 half trebles on 27th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 28th ring and 3 half trebles on 29th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 30th ring and 2 half trebles on 31st ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 32nd ring and 3 half trebles on 33rd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 34th ring and 2 half trebles on 35th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 36th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 37th ring and 3 half trebles on 38th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 39th ring and 2 half trebles on 40th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 41st ring and 3 half trebles on 42nd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 43rd ring and 2 half trebles on 44th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 45th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 46th ring and 3 half trebles on 47th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 48th ring and 2 half trebles on 49th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 50th ring and 3 half trebles on 51st ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 52nd ring and 2 half trebles on 53rd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 54th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 55th ring and 3 half trebles on 56th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 57th ring and 2 half trebles on 58th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 59th ring and 3 half trebles on 60th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 61st ring and 2 half trebles on 62nd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 63rd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 64th ring and 3 half trebles on 65th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 66th ring and 2 half trebles on 67th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 68th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 69th ring and 3 half trebles on 70th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 71st ring and 2 half trebles on 72nd ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 73rd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 74th ring and 3 half trebles on 75th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 76th ring and 2 half trebles on 77th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 78th ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 79th ring and 3 half trebles on 80th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 81st ring and 2 half trebles on 82nd ring, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 83rd ring and 3 half trebles on 84th ring again, fasten in the same way, as before, 2 half trebles on 85th ring and 2 half trebles on 86th ring, fasten in the same way, as before...